The problem of nding an optimal location X minimizing the maximum Euclidean distance to existing facilities is well solved by e.g.the Elzinga-Hearn algorithm.
Restricted Euclidean Center Problems
In the restricted location problem 1=P=v i = 1; R polyhedron=l 2 = max we assume that some polyhedron R is given, such that the new location X is not allowed to be contained in the interior int(R) of R, i.e. we solve This type of situation is very common in practical situations: Restricting sets may, for instance, represent non-suitable regions for the new facility (e.g. natural habitats, lakes) or space taken by existing facilities. In the next section we will discuss some basic results which will lead to an e cient algorithm described in Section 3. Section 4 contains some information on how to deal with generalizations of this problem. The optimal value z of the unrestricted problem is the smallest value z with L (z) 6 = ;. In that case L (z ) = fX g (see Figure 1a) . For z > z L (z) is an area in the plane (see If the restricting set R is a polyhedron with Q facets f 1 ; : : :; f Q , we can therefore characterize optimal solutions for the restricted problem as follows.
Theorem 2.3 Let X R be an optimal solution of the restricted Euclidean center problem with objective value z R = max m=1;:::;m l 2 (Ex m ; X) and z R > z : Then one of the following statements is correct: a) X R is projection point P mq of one of the existing facilities Ex m ; m 2 f1; : : : ; Mg, to one of the facets f q ; q = 1; : : : ; Q of R (see Figure 2a) . b) X R is intersection point of two cycles C(Ex l ; z R ) and C(Ex k ; z R ) (a corner point C lk (z R )) lying on @R (see Figure 2b) where C(Ex m ; z R ) = @(B(Ex m ; z R )) 8m 2 f1; : : :; Mg Proof. The result follows from Theorem 2.2 and the fact that R is a polyhedron: X R 2 @R and Opt \ @R = ; implies that @R and L (z R ) are touching each other from within R.
Therefore, one of the facets f q of R is a tangent to one of the cycles C(Ex m ; z R ), and consequently f q and C(Ex m ; z R ) touch in P mq , (Case(a)) or X R = C lk (z R ) is corner point of L (z R ) (Case(b)). 
Extensions
In this section we will discuss some extensions of the theory developed in Section 2. If R = R 1 _ _ R k is the disjoint union of K polyhedra the results of Sections 2 and 3 need only be slightly modi ed. If the optimal location X of the unrestricted problem is not contained in any int(R k ); k = 1; : : : ; K, the restricted problem is trivially solved.
Otherwise, there exists a unique k such that X 2 int(R k ) and the restricted problem is solved by replacing R by R k .
Non-convex polyhedra as restricting set
If R is a polyhedron with extreme points Ext = fe 1 ; : : : ; e Q g we de ne: e q 2 Ext is an inner extreme point, if e q 2 int(conv(Ext)). For convex polyhedra the set of inner extreme points is empty.
Theorem 4.1 Let X R be an optimal solution of the restriced Euclidean center problem with a polyhedron as restricting set. Let z R be the corresponding objective value and z R > z .
Then one of the following statements is correct: a) X R is a projection point P mq b) X R is a corner point C lk c) X R is an inner extreme point e q Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2.3 we know that @R and L (z R ) are touching each other from within R. Because R is a polyhedron, this can happen in projection points P mq or corner points C lk and, additionally in all inner extreme points e q . To solve 1=P=v i = 1; R = non-convex polyhedron =l 2 = max we can use the algorithm of Section 3 with a small modi cation. We need to add step 3d as follows: 
